Abstract. This work presents the development and implementation of the Multiple Regression Analysis (MRA) model to Seismic-Isolation (SI) systems consisting of Natural Rubber Bearings and Viscous Fluid Dampers subject to Near-Field (NF) earthquake ground motion. A model representing a realistic five-story base-isolated building is used. Several damper properties are used in creating an array of feasible combinations for the SI system. Two ensembles of seven NF earthquake records are utilized representing two seismic hazard levels. The key response parameters investigated are the Total Maximum Displacement, the Peak Damper Force and the Top Story Acceleration Ratio of the isolated structure compared to the fixed-base structure. Mathematical models for the key response parameters are established via MRA. The MRA models produced acceptable results with significantly less computation. This is demonstrated via a practical example of how the MRA models would be incorporated in the design process, especially at the preliminary stages. Keywords: seismic; seismic-isolation; multiple regression; supplemental viscous damping; near-field. 
Introduction
Seismic-Isolation (SI) with and without supplemental damping for energy dissipation has proven to be an effective method of control for structures during seismic events. Many types of isolators exist commercially today, which are capable of supplying the system with significant added damping such as the HighDamping Rubber (HDR) bearings and Lead-Rubber Bearings (LRB). On the other hand, other types have little damping to offer such as the Natural Rubber Bearings (NRBs) (Skinner et al. 1993; Kelly 1997; Naeim, Kelly 1999) . Jangid (2005) investigated the optimum use of the Friction Pendulum System (FPS) isolators for Near-Field (NF) earthquake motion in multi-story buildings. He evaluated the response of the system to six records of NF earthquakes and derived the optimum friction coefficient of the FPS. That was done such that it minimized both the top floor acceleration and the total horizontal sliding distance.
It was concluded that the optimum friction coefficient for FPS for NF earthquake motions is in the range between 0.05 and 0.15. Matsagar and Jangid (2005) also investigated the use of viscoelastic dampers as connectors between seismic-isolated buildings and the adjacent buildings whether seismic-isolated or fixedbase buildings. It was concluded that the introduction of the dampers enhances the performance of the seismic-isolated buildings and reduces the chances of pounding between buildings.
Typical Far-Field (FF) response of seismic-isolated structures is manageable, compared to the high demands of a NF event (Rodriguez-Marek 2000; Jangid, Kelly 2001) . Other researchers have also investigated the effectiveness of supplementing LRB isolators with dampers in controlling the NF responses of Reinforced Concrete (RC) buildings (Chopra, Chintanapakdee 2001; Macrae et al. 2001; Makris, Black 2004) . With high-velocity pulses and high displacement demands, many NF situations require impractical isolator bearing dimensions and designs. In such situations, utilizing HDR bearings, LRB or FPS alone is not the best engineering solution. Consequently, supplemental damping is needed to reduce the horizontal displacement demands, otherwise structural integrity could potentially be jeopardized (Providakis 2008 (Providakis , 2009 ). The combined isolation system of HDR or LRB with viscous dampers seem to work well in the NF regions, where the ground shaking characteristics are capable of producing pulses with velocity of 0.5Á1.5 m/s and durations of 1Á3 s. Unfortunately, this combined system does not perform desirably in moderate or strong FF events due to the secondary forces produced by the dampers and their complex coupling effects (Providakis 2008) , as well as the higher modes effects.
When faced with the challenge of limiting the Total Maximum Displacement (D TM ) to practical limits, especially in NF sites, often times the designer would rely on Viscous Fluid Dampers (VFDs). The basis of this practice is the capability of velocitydependent devices to provide higher damping levels without significantly stiffening the structure as compared to displacement-dependent (hysteretic) damping devices. Moreover, since the peak velocities and peak displacements are out-of-phase of each other, the device-produced forces at the seismic-isolation interface are constrained to manageable levels.
The state-of-the-practice involves carrying out preliminary calculations and analyses using typical HDR bearings or LRB which provide a moderate amount of hysteretic damping. No supplemental dampers are used in these initial calculations. These preliminary calculations could readily conclude whether or not supplemental damping would be required. An example of such exercise is presented in a subsequent section. Once supplemental damping is deemed necessary, many designers would prefer utilizing the linear behavior of NRB isolators combined with the supplemental damping provided by VFDs; the use of such a system often results in additional uniformity to the story forces induced in the superstructure due to the reduced out-of-phase velocity and displacement peak responses. This system has also been used in many projects in the USA and Japan (Hussain et al. 1993; Hussain 1994; Hussain, Retamal 1994; Hussain, Al Satari 2007a , b, 2008 Al Satari, Abdalla 2009; AlHamaydeh, Hussain 2010; Kani, Nishikawa 2010) .
This study utilizes Multiple Regression Analysis (MRA) to model the behavior of the combined NRB-VFD system under dual-level ensembles of NF earthquake motions. The overall SI system performance is evaluated for different supplemental damping properties. For that purpose, a Multi-Degree-Of-Freedom (MDOF) system is adopted and described in subsequent sections. The key response parameters considered are the D TM , the Peak Damper axial Force (P DF ) and the Top Story Acceleration Ratio (TSAR) of the isolated structure compared to the fixed-base structure. The top floor acceleration was used as a direct measure of the isolation system efficiency. By comparing the top floor acceleration of the isolated structure to the top floor acceleration of the benchmark fixedbase structure, the efficiency of the isolation system can be quantified. Consequently, this parameter was selected as a major performance descriptor. However, attempting to minimize the TSAR without monitoring other parameters could potentially result in excessive and unrealistic D TM demands. Consequently, the D TM as well as the base shear (V b ) are considered as key performance criteria. For design purposes, the most efficient system can later be selected based on the trade-off between minimizing the floor accelerations on one hand and minimizing the D TM and V b on the other.
Model description

The damping system
The fluid viscous damper forceÁvelocity behavior is governed by the mathematical expression described in Eqn. (1):
where: F D is the damper force (kN), c is the damping coefficient (kN-(s/m) a ), _ n is the damper extensional velocity (m/s); a is the velocity exponent (for a linear damper, a 01) and sgn denotes signum function describing the velocity sign. In seismic applications, nonlinear dampers with damping exponent less than unity are preferred due to their softening or yielding nature at higher velocities and the stiffening effect at lower velocities. This nonlinear characteristic results in significant reduction of base displacement in response to strong ground shaking, particularly in NF situations. Furthermore, it puts practical limitations on the amount of force transferred to the structural elements. Although some manufacturers can produce dampers with a value as low as 0.1, the typically used values range from 0.4 to 0.7.
In this study, the damping exponent values considered range from 0.4 to 1.0 with intermediate values equally spaced at 0.15 intervals. Except when a 01, the damper elements are behaving nonlinearly and they are the only part of the model that could exhibit nonlinearity. The superstructure of an isolated structure is typically expected to remain near-elastic throughout significant seismic events, which justifies the linear analysis here. 
SAP2000 modeling of the MDOF system
To include higher modes influence in the base isolation behavior, MDOF systems should be considered. The numerical analysis of the proposed MDOF system was conducted using the commercial finite element code SAP2000 (CSI 2010) . For this study, a simple lumped-mass stick model is used to represent a five-story base-isolated building which has been introduced by Kelly et al. (1987) . The masses in the SAP2000 model are assigned as lumped (concentrated) and the stick model utilizes generic frame elements. Table 1 illustrates the material properties including the mass and stiffness at each story for the adopted system, as well as the modal information for the first six vibration modes of the MDOF system. The building structural parameters and isolator properties are proportioned such that the fundamental period of vibration is 2.5 s and the modal damping is 5% of critical. The MDOF system has been modeled in three different configurations (boundary conditions) for comparison: (1) fixed base, (2) isolated without dampers, and (3) isolated with dampers. Figure 1 shows the SAP2000 model used to model the MDOF system. To account for accidental torsion in the superstructure that would be produced by the most disadvantageous location of eccentric masses, the story masses are shifted by 5% of the typical diaphragm dimension to create rotational masses.
It should be emphasized that the proposed SAP2000 stick (mass-spring) model is a replica of the original model proposed by Kelly et al. (1987) , and has the same natural frequencies (periods) as presented in Table 1 . The natural frequencies produced by the SAP2000 model are matching their counterparts from the original model, which validates the dynamic analysis results performed by the SAP2000 model.
The ground excitation
There are different parameters to characterize and quantify earthquake demand and damage potential. The Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA) and Peak Ground Velocity are good examples of such parameters. Although they are naturally related to ground shaking intensity, unfortunately, both have limitations and can offer only partial description of seismic activity. The Arias Intensity (I a ), first introduced by Arias (1970) , is adopted here as the main descriptor of the ground motion excitations for its ability to capture the earthquake amplitude variation, frequency content and duration. Although the Arias Intensity is a simple index, it serves as a powerful indicator of potential damage in many engineering applications. The Arias Intensity is proportional to the integral over time of the acceleration history squared. It can be computed using the following Eqn. (2):
where: a(t) is the ground acceleration history in g's, and g is the gravitational acceleration. Because the Arias Intensity is a second-order tensor by definition, its trace is an invariant and does not depend on the axis orientation (I x 'I y 0constant). Furthermore, the time domain characterization of the earthquake records is sensitive to directivity effects. Such effects can be particularly significant in near-fault areas where forward directivity could potentially produce high-velocity pulses.
To represent realistic and practical ground motion records used for design of base-isolated structures, two suites of ground motion records are used from anther publication by the lead author (AlHamaydeh, Hussain 2010) . The two ensembles have been prepared for a real seismic-isolated building in Fontana, California, as part of a complete Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis. The ground excitations represent two intensity levels: Maximum Considered Earthquake (MCE) and Design Basis Earthquake (DBE) corresponding to 950 and 475 years Average Return Periods (ARP), respectively. Seven pairs of horizontal ground acceleration records for each level were scaled to match a target design response spectrum in accordance to the (CBC'10) 2010 California Building Code (ICBO 2010 . Table 2 summarizes the selected ground motions for both MCE and DBE levels. Figure 2 shows the design response spectra for the 475-and 950-years APR, respectively. Figure 3 shows a sample earthquake after matching it to the design response spectrum.
Results and discussion
Time-history analysis
The commercial analysis program SAP2000 was used to perform the Time-History Analysis (THA) of the MDOF system subject to all 14 records. The analyses were performed for all three MDOF systems representing the benchmark fixed-base, as well as the isolated buildings with and without dampers. For each of the records, three key response parameters were considered: the D TM , the Peak Damper Force (P DF ) and the TSAR at the isolated and the fixed structures.
Tables 3Á7 summarize the results for the three response parameters when the 25 different combinations of damping coefficients and damping exponents are investigated under the 14 earthquake records. The total number of considered THA combinations is 350 (5 c values)5 a values)14 records). The response parameters are observed to vary with different trends as the system damping levels are varied. For instance, as the damping is increased, D TM decreases with a steep slope that gradually plateaus at higher damping levels. On the other hand, the P DF increases with increasing the damping coefficient and exponent for all the analysis runs. Furthermore, the TSAR decreases with initial introduction of damping and then increases forming concaved-up surfaces. This marks the existence of an optimum practical design solution within the limits of the variables chosen.
The effect of introducing different damping levels (c & a values) on the considered response parameters (D TM , P DF & TSAR) is illustrated in Figures 4Á6 . It should be noted that increasing the damping coefficient and exponent results in raising the top floor acceleration under the different excitation ground records.
Multiple regression analysis
The basic idea of regression is to relate a dependent variable Y to a vector of independent variables X 0[x 1 ,
Linear regression is characterized by the fact that the prediction equation depends linearly on one or more unknown parameters. On the other hand, nonlinear regression is often used to develop empirical models with arbitrary relationships (usually representations of the variables pairs through scatter diagrams can provide an overview of the inherent relationships (direct, inverse, linear, nonlinear, etc.) . If curvature in the relationships is evident, transforming the variables and/or explicitly allowing for nonlinear components could be utilized (El-Shaarawi, Walter 2002).
Mathematical modeling based on MRA
The dynamic behavior of the SI system is complex and can be sensitive to several parameters. Therefore, more simplified models that predict the response parameter of the SI system with reasonable accuracy are sought. The theoretical results based on SAP2000 program shown in Tables 4Á7 are re-arranged to fit the MRA. Three dependent output variables (P DF , D TM , TSAR) and four independent input variables (C, a, PGA, I a ) are considered in the modeling phase. Then, several models for each key response parameter are established by incorporating the data set into MRA. The THA data set is further divided into two subsets: Set 1, consisting of THA results from 300 (c, a, EQ) combinations is used to produce mathematical models via MRA; Set 2, consisting of THA results from 50 (c, a, EQ) combinations is used to test the developed mathematical models. It should be emphasized here that the data from 50 testing combinations were not included in the modeling phase. Several trials were made using the SPSS statistics computer package (SPSS 2010) to select the best-fit formula. The details of these trials are discussed in the following sections.
Scatter plots
To acquire an overall perspective of the inherent relationships of the problem, the pairs of the variables of interest are examined in the matrix scatter diagram shown in Figure 7 . In an effort to capture the simplest form of relationships via regression, linear relationships are investigated first in the MRA. Subsequently, nonlinear components are explicitly allowed in the formulation.
Linear regression models
In a simple regression model, the constant represents the Y-intercept of the regression line (Fig. 8) . On the other hand, in a multiple regression model, the constant represents the value that would be predicted for the dependent variable if all the independent variables were simultaneously equal to zero. Different linear regression models among the three dependent variables (P DF , D TM , TSAR) and the four independent variables (C, a, PGA, I a ) are examined using Set 1 data. Table 8 summarizes the SPSS outputs for the (P DF , D TM , TSAR) models. This includes the various terms used to explain the overall model fit in the regression analysis, such as:
The proportion of variance in the dependent variable (P DF , D TM , TSAR) which can be explained by the independent variables (C, a, PGA, I a ) (Fig. 8) . This is an overall measure of the strength of association and does not reflect the extent to which any particular independent variable is associated with the dependent variable. Adjusted R 2 is an adjustment of the R 2 that penalizes the addition of extraneous predictors to the model.
, where k is the number of predictors and N is the number of data points; Á Model F-value and F-significance: The F-statistic the p-value associated with it. The Fstatistic is the Mean Square (Regression) divided by the Mean Square (Residual). The pvalue is compared to some alpha level in testing the null hypothesis that all of the model coefficients are zeros; Table 6 . Response parameters when C 0438 kN-s/m Á Coefficient t-value and t-significance: the tstatistics and their associated 2-tailed p-values used in testing whether a given coefficient is significantly different from zero using an alpha of 0.05. The results of the best three models are summarized in Table 8 . The three multiple regression models do not include constant terms. Consequently, if all the independent variables take the value of zero simultaneously, the dependent variables will also be equal to zero. This is in agreement with the modeled physical phenomenon.
Despite the apparent best-fitting (high values of R 2 , as well as passing the F-and t-tests), all three linear models are deemed physically unsound for the SI systems. This is attributed to the negative signs on at least one of the independent variables coefficients. For example, this implies that increasing the PGA decreases the D TM , which is generally, but not necessarily, counter intuitive. Consequently, nonlinear regression models are reverted to.
Nonlinear regression models
Nonlinear regression is appropriate, when the relationship between the dependent and independent variables is not intrinsically linear. Nonlinear regression can estimate models with arbitrary relationships between independent and dependent variables. The relationships of the dependent variables (P DF , D TM and TSRA) in terms of four independent variables (C, a, PGA, I a ) are generally non-flat. When nonlinear regression is utilized to develop relationship models, iterative estimation algorithms are used to quantify the parameters that define such models. These parameters can be additive constants, multiplicative coefficients, exponents, or any other values used in evaluating functions. All parameters that are defined must be assigned appropriate initial values, preferably as close as possible to the expected final solution. Poor initial guesses can result in failure to converge or in convergence on a local solution or a physically impossible one. Furthermore, some models require certain constraints to force convergence when the need arises. To avoid this dilemma, new nonlinear functions are created from the original variables in the original data set. These new variables are created in forms that guarantee that the curved functions of the original variables are transformed to linear functions of the new variables. This is described by Eqns (3a, 3b):
PGA; I a ;aÞ; (3b) 3a), in which the constant a 1 can be estimated using traditional linear regression procedures. To find the transformation functions, g i , different nonlinear models are considered. Based on several trials of functions that preserve the physical interpretation, many transformation functions were obtained. The best identified transformation functions are as follows:
where the exponents a 2 , a 3 and a 4 may take values in the range of (1.0 to 1.0 to best-fit the data. The different considered combinations of a 2 , a 3 and a 4 are shown in Table 9 . The matrix scatter diagrams among the dependent variables (P DF , D TM , TSAR) and the new nonlinear functions (f 1 to f 13 and f 1inv to f 13inv ) are presented in Figure 9 . The nonlinearity in the relationships is evident. The scatter plots also demonstrate the linearity that exists in the relationships among the dependent variables (P DF , TSAR) and the transformation functions (f 1 to f 13 ). The same can be observed about the dependent variable (D TM ) and the transformation functions (f 1inv to f 13inv ). Several trials were made using SPSS 19.0 (SPSS 2010) to select the bestfit models that could represent the dynamic behavior of the SI system (P DF , D TM , TSAR) through (f 12 , f 13inv , f 9 ), respectively, in terms of the four input parameters (C, a, PGA, I a ). Figure 10 magnifies the scatter plots of (P DF vs. f 12 ), (TSAR vs. f 9 ) as well as (D TM vs. f 13inv ). From the figure, one can observe that the scatters of (P DF vs. f 12 ) and (TSAR vs. f 9 ) are almost constant for all values of the variables, that is, the data points are forming a band with constant width. On the other hand, the scatter of (D TM vs. f 13inv ) is almost directly proportional to the variables values, that is, the data points are forming a band that becomes wider at a certain rate. These two observations imply that the regression in the former case would be performed with constant variance, whereas non-constant variance would be appropriate in the latter case (Ang, Tang 2007) . Addressing this difficulty could be achieved by either: (a) transforming Y to make s 2 constant, or (b) perform fitting using a more general model that allows s 2 to vary with E(y/x) Á a generalized linear model (e.g. logistic regression, Poisson regression).
In order to stay within the classical linear model, the transformation route is selected for the D TM parameter. This transformation takes into account the variation of the conditional variance and ex- pressed here as Var(Y/X 0x) 0s 2 g 2 (x), where s is an unknown constant and g(x) is a predetermined function of x. This is sometimes referred to as weighted regression. In such cases, it would be reasonable to assign higher weights to data points in regions of small variances than those in regions of large variances (i.e. w i 01/(g 2 (x i )).
Since it could be observed that the scatter of D TM appears to increase linearly with the f 13inv , it is assumed that the conditional standard deviation of D TM increases linearly with f 13inv too; that is g(x) 0x, Var(Y/X0x) 0s 2 x 2 , and w i 01/x i 2 . In this setup, in addition to the independence and normality of errors, the constant variance assumption is maintained in the linear regression models. The outputs from the bestfitting regression trials (with constant and non-constant variance) are listed in Table 10 . The forms and coefficients of best-fitting nonlinear models representing the dynamic behavior of the SI system are shown to be physically meaningful, that is, typical trends and intuitive relationships are preserved. For instance, the MRA equation predicting the P DF has the same mathematical form as Eqn. (1), which describes the physical phenomenon. Also, increasing the damping coefficient c, damping exponent a and Arias intensity I a introduces higher damping levels manifested through a higher damper force (P DF ). Similarly, higher values of PGA and I a are expected to increase the induced top story acceleration producing a higher TSAR value. This effect is complimented by the increase in c and a values, which increases the degree of restraint at the base of the structure resulting in less effective SI (higher TSAR values). With the same token, the combined effect of increasing c and a translates into more base restraint, and thus reducing the D TM .
Furthermore, the proposed models demonstrate good correlation: possess high values of R 2 as well as pass both the F-and the t-tests.
Accuracy of the nonlinear regression models
The ability of the nonlinear MRA models to mimic the THA results is regarded as its accuracy. The models accuracy is quantified via direct comparison to the SAP2000 results. For Set 1 of the data combinations, the input values are implemented in the MRA models and the corresponding outputs are produced. The direct comparisons of the theoretical SAP2000 results vs. the recalled MRA results are shown in Figures 11Á13 for the three response parameters. Good agreement between the results is demonstrated by the graphs. It is worth mentioning here that, apparent increased scatter for higher values of D TM in Figure 12 is a direct result of the non-constant variance exhibited in the original THA results (Fig. 10, c) . This should not be mistakenly regarded as poor prediction capacity for the developed model throughout the entire range values.
Prediction accuracy of the nonlinear regression models
For the models adopted in this work, the prediction accuracy is investigated. Data (Set 2) which consist of 50 randomly selected combinations is used to perform three MRA prediction tests. As mentioned earlier, all of the data in this testing set was initially withheld from the MRA. The results of these tests are shown in Figures 14Á16 .
Models, in general, are descriptions of often highly complex reality that cannot be mathematically Table 9 . Combinations of a 2 , a 3 and a 4 in the transformation form of Eqn. (4) f i a 2 a 3 a 4 Form
f 5 to f 11 1 1 0.3 to 0.9, 0.1 To demonstrate adequacy, the proposed models should show high correlation (high values of R 2 ), as well as pass certain tests such as the F-and the t-tests. In general, the closer the predicted values are to the regression line, the larger R 2 would be. The P DF , D TM , and TSAR regression models in Table 10 have high values of R 2 (0.939, 0.879, and 0.941, respectively) and pass the F-and the t-tests. The adequate closeness of the points in Figures 14Á16 to the equality lines indicates the validity of the MRA models as appropriate prediction tools.
Worked-out example to demonstrate the use of MRA models
Problem: Design an SI system for a three-story essential facility in a NF location in California (maximum Arias intensity I a 010.7 m/s, PGA 00.84 g). The target natural period for the isolated structure is estimated to be 2.5 s. Solution:
1) Determine whether or not supplemental damping is required.
Since the Time-History records used to analyze an MDOF system are scaled to match the design response spectrum, a Single-DegreeOf-Freedom (SDOF) can be used for preliminary analysis [ Using the MCE response spectrum in Figure 2b , the 5% damped spectral acceleration S a for a SDOF with a natural period T n 02.5 s is approximately 0.58 g. Tables 11 and 12 , the (C 0219, a 00.45) combination gives a reasonable trade-off among the (P DF , D TM , TSAR). Consequently, the (C 0219, a 00.45) combination is selected for the SI system.
Summary and conclusions
The feasibility of using MRA to model and predict the dynamic behavior of Seismic-Isolated (SI) systems was investigated. THA was performed using SAP2000 for three MDOF systems representing a typical seismicisolated structure with a natural period of vibration equal to 2.5 s. Two ensembles of seven ground motion records representing two hazard levels (DBE and MCE) and return periods (475 and 950 years) were used. The range of the SI system properties covered several feasible solutions comparable to the state-ofthe-practice designs. Three key response parameters were selected to be modeled using MRA, namely; D TM , P DF , and TSAR of the isolated structure compared to the fixed-base structure. The response parameters, as well as the characteristics of the ground motions were utilized to develop several MRA models. For each of the key response parameters, the bestfitting MRA model was selected. The design process of SI systems is iterative, complex and requires considering many feasible alternatives. Moreover, the most widely used analysis tool, the nonlinear THA, is very expensive in terms of CPU time which adds another layer of complexity to the situation. Therefore, simplifying techniques are extremely valuable especially at the preliminary design stages. In this investigation, it was demonstrated that the MRA modeling is a strong candidate to accompany, if not replace, the nonlinear THA. Once MRA models are developed through performing rigorous nonlinear THA, such as the presented work, several design options of SI systems can be easily selected and compared. Since the use of MRA models to evaluate the key response parameters is significantly simpler than performing THA, much more feasible solutions can be readily investigated and compared. This can be particularly valuable in the early design stages of SI systems utilizing the NRB-VFD combination as demonstrated in the practical design example in Section 2.2.7. Although the developed MRA models are based on the analysis of a five-story building, the three-story building example demonstrates the applicability to different building heights and configurations. This is attributed to the fact that the dynamic response of seismically-isolated structures is mainly dominated by the fundamental modes of vibration; that is, the behavior is SDOF-like since higher modes shapes are increasingly supressed as a result of the supports flexibility and relatively higher damping levels.
Furthermore, the relative simplicity and explicitness of the derived expressions qualifies them to be used in multi-objective optimization formulations for the key response parameters. The presented methodology can be extended to other SI systems, structures with other natural frequencies, as well as more earthquake records to produce MRA models representing a wider range of structures.
Finally, it should be mentioned that the traditional best-fit measures (e.g. R 2 ) cannot be solely relied upon in selecting the best MRA model. The MRA mathematical representation should provide sufficient meaningfulness and compatibility with the modeled physical phenomena before being accepted as the most suitable representation. 
